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Abstract
AIM: To analyze the upregulated CD133 expression in 
tumorigenesis of primary colon cancer cells.

METHODS: Upregulated CD133 expression in tumori-
genesis of colorectal cancer cell lines (Lovo, Colo205, 
Caco-2, HCT116 and SW620) was analyzed by flow 
cytometry. Human colon cancer tissue samples were 
stained with anti-human CD133. SW620 cells were 
sorted according to the CD133 expression level mea-
sured by fluorescence-activated cell sorting. Spheroids 
of colorectal cancer cells were cultured with the hang-
ing drop. Expression of CD133 and Lgr5 in spheroids 
of colorectal cancer cells and monolayer culture was 
detected by RT-qPCR. Spheroids of colorectal cancer 
cells were analyzed using anti-human CD133 with im-
munohistochemical staining.

RESULTS: CD133 antigen was expressed in colorectal 
cancer cell lines (Lovo, Colo205, Caco-2, HCT116 and 
SW620) as well as in primary and metastatic human 
colon cancer tissues. However, the CD133 was differ-
ently expressed in these cell lines and tissues. The 
expression levels of CD133 and Lgr5 were significantly 

higher in spheroids of parental, CD133hi and CD133- 
cells than in their monolayer culture at the mRNA level 
(P  < 0.05). Immunohistochemical staining of spheroids 
of CD133- cells showed that CD133 was highly ex-
pressed in colorectal cancer cell lines.

CONCLUSION: Upregulated CD133 expression plays 
a role in tumorigenesis colorectal cancer cells, which 
may promote the expression of other critical genes 
that can drive tumorigenesis.
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INTRODUCTION
CD133, also known as prominin-1, a transmembrane pen-
taspan protein, is originally described as a surface antigen 
specific for human hematopoietic stem and progenitor 
cells[1,2]. Later, CD133 is recognized as a stem cell marker 
for other normal tissues of  brain[3], kidney[4], prostate[5], 
liver[6], pancreas[7], and skin[8]. It has been increasingly re-
ported that CD133 is a marker of  putative cancer stem 
cells (CSC) in brain tumor[9,10], prostate cancer[11], colon 
cancer[12-14], lung cancer[15], hepatocellular carcinoma[16], 
melanoma[17], ovarian cancer[18], and pancreatic cancer[19]. 
Accordingly, CD133 has been referred to as “the molecule 
of  the moment”[20].
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It has been recently shown that CD133 expression is 
broadly distributed in primary colon cancer cells includ-
ing cancer stem cells, both CD133+ and CD133- meta-
static colon cancer cells initiate tumors[21-23]. However, 
whether CD133 expression plays a role in tumorigenesis 
of  colorectal cancer cells is unknown.

In the present study, upregulated CD133 expression in 
several colorectal cancer cell lines as well as in human pri-
mary and metastatic colon cancer tissue samples was ana-
lyzed. SW620 cell line was sorted using CD133 antigen. 
Spheroids of  parental, CD133- and CD133hi cells were cul-
tured with the hanging drop. Expressions of  CD133 and 
Lgr5 were detected in spheroids of  colorectal cancer cells. 
CD133 was widely expressed in human colorectal cancer 
cell lines as well as in primary and metastatic colon cancer 
tissues and upregulated CD133 expression was detected 
in spheroids of  colorectal cancer cells, indicating that up-
regulated CD133 expression may promote the expression 
of  other critical genes that can drive tumorigenesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines and cell culture and tissue samples
Human colorectal cancer cell lines (Lovo, Colo205, Caco-2, 
HCT116 and SW620) were cultured in RPMI1640 me-
dium containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2 mmol/L 
L-glutamine, 10 μmol/L thioglycerol, 12.5 U insulin, 
0.5 mg hydrocostisone, and 30mg penicillin G/0.05 g  
streptomycin. Colorectal cancer cells were cultured at 
37℃ in a humidified atmosphere containing 10% CO2. 
CD133 expression was detected in formalin-fixed, paraffin-
embedded primary and metastatic colorectal cancer tissue 
samples from Affiliated Sixth People’s Hospital of  Shang-
hai Jiaotong University. The study was approved by the 
Ethics Committee of  Affiliated Sixth People’s Hospital of  
Shanghai Jiaotong University.

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting 
Single-cell suspensions were stained with antibodies against 
human CD133 (AC133, 1:40) and human CD133/1 and 
CD133/2(1:10, APC conjugated, Miltenyi Biotech, Ger-
many). Dead cells, cell debris, doublets and aggregates were 
excluded by forward and side scattering and pulse-width 
gating. Colorectal cancer ells (1 × 105) were stained in an ep-
pendorf  tube. Primary antibody was incubated for 45 min 
on ice and second antibody (anti-mouse Alexa488, 1:400) 
was incubated for 30 min on ice in the dark. Flow cytom-
etry analysis was carried out on a fluorescence-activated cell 
sorting (FACS) caliber (BD). Colorectal cancer ells (1 × 106) 
were prepared for sorting, stained with human CD133/1 
(1:10, APC conjugated, Miltenyi Biotech) and 1 μg/mL 
propidium iodide (PI) to exclude dead cells during sorting. 
The cells were sorted using FACSAria (BD). Matched iso-
type antibodies were applied in parallel as controls.

Colon spheroids were culture with hanging drop 
SW620 colorectal cancer cells and their sorted CD133- 
and CD133hi cells were prepared as a single cell suspen-
sion. The cells were counted and diluted in RPMI1640 

containing 20% FBS and antibiotics to a concentration of  
500 cells per 20 μL/drop in a sterile basin. The lid was lift-
ed, inverted and placed on top of  the dish containing 10 
mL PBS. An 8-channel pipette was used to make rows of   
20 μL drops on the up-turned inner surface of  the tissue 
culture dish lid. The drops were incubated at 37℃ in an 
atmosphere containing 10% CO2 for 10 d.

Immunohistochemistry
Frozen sections of  the spheroids of  colorectal cancer cells 
were fixed in acetone at -20℃ for 10 min and rehydrated 
in PBS. Endogenous peroxidase was inactivated by im-
mersing the sections in 0.3% hydrogen peroxide for 20 
min. The primary antibody for frozen sections of  the 
spheroids of  colorectal cancer cells and paraffin-embedded 
sections of  colorectal cancer tissue samples was a mouse 
anti-human monoclonal CD133/2 (1:40, Miltenyi Biotech, 
Germany) and a rabbit anti-human polyclonal CD133 
(1:100, Abcam, England), respectively. The sections were 
incubated overnight at 4℃ in a humidified chamber, then 
with biotinylated secondary antibody (VECTASTAIN 
ABC kit, Vector Laboratories) for 30 min at room temper-
ature. Each section was incubated with the VECTASTAIN 
ABC reagent for 30 min at room temperature. The sec-
tions were developed using the DAB (Vector Laboratories) 
as the substrate and then counterstained with hematoxylin. 
The negative control was performed by incubating samples 
with PBS.

Quantification of CD133 expression by quantitative 
polymerase chain reaction
Total RNA was isolated from cultured colorectal can-
cer cells and their spheroids using the RNeasy extrac-
tion kit (GE Healthcare) and reverse transcribed using 
high-capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit (Applied 
Biosystems) according to their manufacturer’s instruc-
tions, respectively. Relative quantitative polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR) was performed on a 7300 fast real-time 
PCR system (Applied Biosystems) using SYBR green 
PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems). The human-
specific intron spanning primer pairs for CD133 were 
provided by QIAGEN (Catalog number: QT00075586). 
The sequences of  primer pairs used for GAPDH and 
Lgr5 are CAATGACCCCTTCATTGACC (forward) and 
TGATGACAAGCTTCCCGTTC (reverse), and CTTC-
CAACCTCAGCGTCTTC (forward) and TTTCCCG-
CAAGACGTAACTC (reverse), respectively. PCR was 
performed for 1 cycle at 50℃ for 2 min and 1 cycle at 
95℃ for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles at 95℃ for 15 s  
and 60℃ for 1 min. Specificity of  PCR products was 
tested according to the dissociation curves. Relative values 
of  transcripts were calculated using the equation: 2-ΔΔCt, 
where ΔCt is equal to the difference in threshold cycles 
for target and reference. 

Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean ± SD for three repeated 
individual experiments in each group. Statistical analyses 
were conducted using the SPSS software (version 10.0). 
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Correlation between sample groups and molecular vari-
ables was assayed with paired t test. P < 0.05 was consid-
ered statistically significant.

RESULTS
CD133 expression in colon cancer cell lines and human 
colon cancer tissues
CD133 antigen was expressed in all colorectal cancer cell 
lines with a difference of  30%-95% (Figure 1A). CD133 
in human colorectal cancer tissue samples was stained 
with polyclonal antibody. CD133 expression was detected 
in 18 of  the 20 primary cancer tissue samples, exclusively 
on the membrane of  the vast majority of  colorectal can-
cer gland cells (Figure 1B), and in 9 of  the 10 metastatic 
colorectal cancer tissue samples with positive staining in 
cytoplasm of  cancer cells (Figure 1C).

CD133 expression in spheroids of sorted colorectal 
cancer cell subpopulations
To minimize the contamination between the sorted 
CD133+ and CD133- cells, a high CD133 expression cell 
subpopulation (CD133hi) and a CD133-cell subpopula-
tion sorted from the SW620 cells could be persistently 
passed. CD133 antigen was stably expressed in the mono-
layer culture (Figure 2A). To mimic the tumorigenesis of  
colorectal cancer cells in vivo, spheroids of  the sorted cells 
were cultured with hanging drop. The parental, CD133hi 
and CD133- cells could grow into spheroids. CD133 ex-
pression was upregulated in spheroids of  CD133- cells. 
Although the CD133 expression rate was not changed, 

the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was significantly 
increased in spheroids of  CD133hi cells, and the CD133 
expression rate and MFI were significantly increased in 
spheroids of  parental cells detected by FACS assay (Figure 
2B). Immunohistochemical staining of  CD133 antigen 
was observed in spheroids of  CD133- cells (Figure 2C). 
The CD133 gene expression level was significantly higher 
in spheroids of  SW620, CD133hi and CD133- cells than in 
their monolayer culture at the mRNA level (4.224 ± 0.063 
vs 2.680 ± 0.117, 3.653 ± 0.061 vs 1.325 ± 0.044, 8.746 ± 
0.029 vs 3.761 ± 0.065, P < 0.05) (Figure 2D).

Lgr5 expression in spheroids of sorted colorectal 
cancer cell subpopulations
Lgr5 expression was analyzed by RT-qPCR in order to 
observe the role of  the expression of  other colon stem 
cell genes in tumorigenesis of  colorectal cancer cells. 
The results showed that the Lgr5 expression level was 
significantly higher in spheroids of  parental, CD133hi 
and CD133- cells than in their monolayer cells (5.942 ± 
0.091 vs 4.003 ± 0.039, 6.611 ± 0.214 vs 3.645 ± 0.046, 
5.910 ± 0.035 vs 3.903 ± 0.083, P < 0.05) (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION
Whether CD133 antigen can be used as a marker of  
colorectal cancer stem cells is still controversial. The fo-
cus is that CD133 expression is not restricted to just a 
small number of  colorectal cancer cells. In this study, the 
CD133 expression was upregulated in colorectal cancer 
cell lines and primary or metastatic colorectal cancer tissue 
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Figure 1  Fluorescence-activated cell sorting showing CD133 expression in different colorectal cancer cell lines (A), CD133 staining of human primary 
colorectal cancer tissue (B) and metastatic colorectal cancer tissue (C) (Original magnification × 100). Brown indicates positive staining.
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samples, showing that CD133 antigen can be expressed in 
colorectal cancer cell lines with a difference of  30%-95%. 
CD133 expression was detected in 18 of  the 20 primary 
colorectal cancer tissue samples, exclusively on the mem-
brane of  a large number of  colorectal cancer gland cells, 
and in 9 of  the 10 metastatic colorectal cancer tissue 
samples with a positive staining in cytoplasm of  colorec-

tal cancer cells, which is consistent with the reported 
findings[21-23]. The different CD133 expression levels in 
colorectal caner cell lines may be related to the different 
glycosylation to the mask specific epitopes of  CD133 an-
tigen in colorectal cancer cell differentiation[24]. Therefore, 
our data indicate that CD133 is commonly expressed in 
colorectal cancer cells.
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Figure 2  Fluorescence-activated cell sorting showing CD133 expression in SW620, CD133- and CD133hi cells (A) and in their spheroids (B), CD133 staining in 
spheroids of SW620, CD133- and CD133hi cells (original magnification × 100, brown indicates positive staining) (C), and reverse transcription-polymerase chain 
reaction showing CD133 expression in SW620, CD133- and CD133hi cells and their spheroids. aP < 0.05 vs monolayer cells. SP: Spheroid.
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To investigate whether the upregulated CD133 expres-
sion plays a role in tumorigenesis of  colorectal cancer cells, 
SW620 cell line containing two cell subpopulations (CD-
133hi, CD133-) was selected and sorted using CD133 anti-
gen, the spheroids of  parental, CD133hi and CD133- cells 
were cultured with the hanging drop in vitro, which is based 
on the natural disposition of  cells to aggregate without the 
need for polymer scaffolds such as matrigel, polyglycolic 
acid or microporous supports to achieve homogeneous 
multicellular tumor spheroids[25]. The spheroids represent 
a popular in vitro 3D tissue structure that mimics in vivo tu-
mor tissue organization and microenvironment[26,27]. In the 
present study, CD133hi and CD133- cells could be cultured 
into their spheroids, CD133 expression was upregulated in 
spheroids of  CD133- cells. Although the CD133 expres-
sion was not changed, the mean fluorescence intensity 
(MFI) was significantly increased in spheroids of  CD133hi 

cells as detected by FACS assay. Immunohistochemical 
staining of  CD133 antigen was observed in spheroids of  
CD133- cells, indicating that CD133 antigen expression 
is upregulated in spheroids of  CD133- and CD133hi cells. 
Further analysis revealed that the CD133 gene expres-
sion level was significantly higher in spheroids of  SW620, 
CD133hi and CD133- cells than in their monolayer culture 
at the mRNA level, suggesting that the upregulated expres-
sion of  CD133 including protein and gene plays a role in 
tumorigenesis of  colorectal cancer cells.

Since the upregulated CD133 expression plays a role in 
tumorigenesis of  colorectal cancer cells, whether CD133 
protein supports the growth of  colorectal cancer is a sub-
ject that should be actively studied. As CD133 by itself  
may lack of  a functional role in initiation of  tumors and 
metastasis of  human colorectal cancer[28,29], it has an impact 
on the survival of  colorectal cancer patients[22,29]. It has 
been recently demonstrated that prominin 1 (also called 
CD133)-marked mouse intestinal stem cells are susceptible 
to neoplastic transformation[30], possibly due to the fact that 
upregulated CD133 expression may promote the expres-
sion of  other critical genes that can drive tumorigenesis of  
colorectal cancer cells. In this study, the expression level 
of  Lgr5 (leucine-rich-repeat-containing G-protein-coupled 
receptor 5), also known as Gpr49, a colon stem cell marker 

gene[31], was significantly higher in spheroids of  parental, 
CD133hi and CD133- cells than in their monolayer cells. 

In conclusion, the upregulated CD133 expression plays 
a role in tumorigenesis of  colorectal cancer cells, which 
may be related to the expression of  other critical genes that 
can drive tumorigenesis of  colorectal cancer cells. Further 
study is needed to confirm the present results in vivo.
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Figure 3  Quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction showing Lgr5 expression in SW620, CD133- and CD133hi cells and their spheroids. 
aP < 0.05 vs monolayer cells. SP: Spheroid.
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and progenitor cells. Lgr5 (leucine-rich-repeat-containing G-protein-coupled 
receptor 5), also known as Gpr49, is a colon stem cell marker gene.
Peer review
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